
Teen KOPS Program  
Beanie Baby "Jabber"  

From: BabsHart1@aol.com  

 

The Chapter is happy to present you with a personal token of this finally  

achieved, "First Day Of The Rest Of Your Life"....This little guy is a Beanie  

Baby named "JABBER" The Parrot.....Now his sole job in life is to keep you  

reminded of your new way of life.. he may not be very big, but he represents a  

great deal.  

"HE STANDS FOR YOUR HARD-WON KOPS STATUS"  

All the milestones that lie ahead for you and all the tools you need to  

achieve them are wrapped up in this colorful little character...Look very  

closely at him.  

RED is for the courage it takes to learn to practice the difficult task of  

"MAINTENANCE," also RED is for your first major anniversary. "The five year  

one"  

BLUE is for honesty to admit that you are never cured but only controlled as  

long as you remain aware....BLUE also is for your next major  

anniversary..."The Ten Year Award".  

GREEN is for go, to remind you to go to chapter meetings, go to Fall Rally  

Day, Go to Retreat, go to IRD, and stand in The Circle Of Lights....go get  

involved and stay involved... GREEN stands for your third major  

anniversary..."The Fifteen Year Award".  

WHITE is for hope that the example you are will help others to stand where  

you are today...you have a chance to be a living example of what belonging to  

TOPS can do.  Also..."White is your fourth major Anniversary"..."The Twenty  

year One."  

BLACK is a wonderful color that represents our wishes that you are always in  

the black in your leeway and that you will be celebrating your next major  

anniversary..." That Twenty-five year one".  

There is but one color left on little Jabber.  

It is the beautiful GOLDEN YELLOW which represents the caution you must  

exercise at all times to keep the other colors bring and pure...as you keep  

your KOPS status bright and pure...may you take JABBER with you as your  

constant companion remind you of your First Day as a KOPS and all the days  

thereafter.  

Will all KOPS stand with our new KOPS and say the KOPS PLEDGE. 
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